Abstract
Introduction
Electing : I Irnder is a fundamental problem in distributed systems and it is studied in a variety of contexts including radio networks [3] . A radio network (RN. for short) can be viewed as a distributed system of n radio stations with no central controller. The stations are bulk-produced, handheld devices and are also assumed to be indistinguishable: no identification numbers (or IDS) are available. A large body of research has already focused on finding efficient solutions to elect one station among an n-station RN under various assumptions (see e.g. 13, 10, 151) . It is also assumed that the Stations run on batteries. Therefore, saving battery power is important, since recharging batteries may not be possible in standard working conditions. We are interested in designing power-saving protocols (also called energyeficient protocols). The present work is motivated by various applications in emerging technologies: from wireless communications, cellular telephony, cellular data, etc., to simple hand-held multimedia services [2].
The models. As customary. time is assumed to be slotted, stations work synchronously and have no IDS available. No a priori knowledge is assumed on the numbern 2 2 of stations involved in the R N neither a (non-trivia1)lower-bound nor an upper-hound on n . Awake stations areallowed to communicate globally (i.e. the underlying graph is a clique) by using a unique radio frequency channel with no collision detection (no-CD for short) mechanism. If, during a step, stations may either send (broadcast) a message or listen to the channel. then we talk about weak no-CD RN model. If both operations can be performed simultaneously, then the model is called the strong no-CD RN. Namely, if ex-0-7803-766 1 -7/03/$17.00O2003 IEEE actly one station sends, then all stations that listen at this time slot, including the transmitter, receive the message.
(In the literature, no-CD RN usually means strong model. see e.g. [IO, 121.) Such models feature concrete situations; in particular. the lack of feedback mechanism experiences real-life applications (see e.g. [I I] ). Usually, the natural noise existing within radio channels makes it impossible to carry out message collision detection. It is thus highly desirable to design protocols that do not depend on the relial%lity of any collision detection mechanism. When sleeping, any given station remains unable to hear another station, and it may also keep unaware of the election instant time in the protocol. However, stations (awake or asleep) are all required to become eventually aware of the final Status of the RN. More precisely, each station may be in two states:
. either awake, i.e. listening andor broadcasting, according to the respective model (weak or strong no-CD RN), or asleep. and thus saving its own battery. When sleeping, a station is "out of r e a c h it cannot be waked up by none of its neighbours.
Note also that each broadcast finishes within a rather short lapse of time, and that each awake receiver is able to check if a signal has been sent by exactly one station. Our results. The first leader election protocol (Algorithm l) presented in the paper runs in the strong no-CD RN model, while the second one (Algorithm 2) .works in the weak no-CD RN model. We design a class of double-lwp leader election algorithms that achieve an average O(1ogir) running time complexity and an average O(log log n) awake time slots for each station in the RN. Indeed, both algorithms match the R(logn) time lower: bound established in [IO] and also allow the stations to keep sleeping most of the time. In other words, each algorithm greatly reduces the total awake time slots .of the n stations: shrinking from the usual O ( n log n) dcawnto O(nlog1ogn). while their expected time complexity still is O(logn) (with respect to the execution time). Our protocols are thus "energy-efficient" and suitable for hand-held devices working with batteries. Besides, the algorithms use a parameter a which works as a precise and flexible regulator. By tuning the value of a. the running time ratio of each protocol to its energyconsumption may be adjusted (a serves a "potentiometer). Furthermore, the design of Algorithms l and 2 suggests that within both weak and strong no-CD RN, the mean time complexity of the algorithms only differs of a constant factor. Also. our results solve the open problem from [I21 and improve 1131.
Outline of the paper. In Section 2. we first present Algorithms l and 2, which use a simple coin-tossing procedure (rejection algorithm). Section 3 is devoted to the analyses of both algorithms. by means of tight asymptotics techniques. We conclude in Section 4.
Algorithms and Results
Both algorithms rely on the intuitive evidence that each station must be awake within a sequence of predetermined time slots. A first naive idea is to have stations using probabilities 112,114.. ..to wake up and broadcast. This solution is not correct however, since it is possible that no station ever broadcasts alone.
In order to correct the failure, we have to plan many rounds with predetermined length. Awake time slots are programmed at the end of each such rounds. Thus, we allow all stations to detect the (possible) termination of the session in each round. In the sequel, we let a > 1 be the tuning parameter.
Algorithm
Each station wakes up independently with probability 112' (to broadcast andlisten); Define q as the probability of having an election after j*(n) = [log, log, nl rounds and let cq be the function defined in inequalities (1 1)and (12).
(1) 4a3
cq(a) = Theorem 1 On the average, Algorithm I elects a leader in at most c(a, q ) log, n time slots, with no station being awake for niore than 210g, log,(n) (1 + o(1)) mean time slots, where cq, (a) is given in ( I ) with 91 = ,6305.
Algorithm 2
In the case of weak no-CD RN, a potential candidate cannot alone be aware of its status since it cannot broadcast and listen at the same time. So, witnesses are needed to inform the candidates. until n station is elected.
Algorithm 2. Lender election protocol for weak no-CD RN
This algorithm is in the same vein as Algorithm 1. Yet, in Algorithm 2 no candidate can listen to its own message. Therefore, to be elected, a candidate needs the help of a witness. It is important to remark that. in line (7). a station is defined as a witness iflit wakes up exactly when there exists a single broadcasting station. The election thus takes place at the end of the round during which two stations are chosen among n, viz. the single candidate and its corresponding witness.
Some modifications in Algorithm 2 would slightly improve its performances. For example, to avoid possible conflicts, witnesses could be kept asleep till the end of each round and also, the algorithm could prevent any broadcasting station from becoming a witness. In its present form, we have the following result.
Theorem 2 On the average, Algorithm 2 elects a leader in at most cq,(a) log,(n) time slots, with no station being awake for more than 2.5 log, log, (n) (1 + o( 1)) mean time slots, where c,,(a) is given by ( I ) , with qz = .6176.
Analysis

Technical Lemmas
?he following two Lemmas use Mellin transforms [S, 91; they are both at the basis of our analyses. P(X; = 1) = l -P ( X ; =0) = P; and P(1; = 1) = 1 -P(Y< = 0) = &;. 
Moreowez fiv m y non-decreasingfunction f,
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The above Lemma is a standard result in probability theory. 
Analysis of Algorithm 1
Assume that Algorithm I is in a given round j and that k satisfies 1 5 k 5 [ d l . Let pj(n) be the probability that one station is elected in round j . In that round, that is for L rangingfrom 1 to [ail, the stations decide to broadcast with the sequence of probabilities (1/2*)l<k<r0i\. We have, 
(1-+(-;(1+&)))
Since aj + 00 and n/2-' + 0, ai >> log,n, and by choosing il = r$ log, nl we obtain
The value exp (-m!/(m"+, Iog2)) = 188209. . . is numerically computed with Maple. The upper bound on limsupsj(n) is derived by taking into account the fluctuations of the Fourier series, up to e''-' in our case, and the Lemma follows. 0 Next, the following Lemma 5 provides an upper bound on pj (n) (defined in (7)).
Lemma 5 L r t j be increasing integerssuchthatj 2 j*(n), then limsuppj(n) 5 ,3694. and let the success probability in the j-th round be P, = 1-sj (the successes in different roundsbeing independent).
Then, Pi 2 Qj. where Qj = q1 Ijtj.+l. Taking n; as the first success in a Bernoulli sequence with probability Qj. we obtain n: as described above. Indeed. the first j * trials fail, and afterwards, each trial results in a success with probability ql. The additive number of trials needed follows a geometric distribution G(q). and E(n1) 5 E(n;) = j' + q;' = log,, log,(n) + O(1).
Let TI E Tl(n) be the time needed to elect a leader in Algorithm I . Since n; is larger than n l for the stochastic order and T + i C: =, ra' 1 is non-decreasing, by Lemma 3,
Note that. during a round the mean number of awake times for a given station is smaller than 1. Taking into account the large number of rounds, the total number of awake time slots is shown to be smaller than 2n log, log,(n) (1 +o(l)) . Since P(nl 5 j*(1 -E ) ) -+ 0 when n + M, the above value is asymptotically tight. U
Analysis of Algorithm 2
Sketch of proof of theorem 2. As already stated, two awake stations are needed in Algorithm 2 the one is only sending and the other is listening (the witness). The corresponding probability expresses along the same lines as in (7) and, instead of pj(n). one has now in step j,
The computation is quite similar to the proof of Theorem I: it uses technical Lemmas as shown in subsection 3.1.
Again, asyniptotics on p;(n) in equation (13) (9) of Algorithm 2. Therefore, for any station, the expected number of awake time slots is bounded fromabove hy2.510g,log2(n) (1 + o ( l ) ) . for Algorirhrr! I and (1.5 + E ) log, log,(n) forAlgorifhm 2, respectively (with E = 1/2ko-1). Yet, this makes the running time 1onger.fi)r small values ofn. mrefore, the knowledge of any lower bofind on n greatly helps.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present two new randomized leader election prolocols in n-station RN with no knowledge of n. under the assumption of weak and strong nwCD RN, respectively. The expected O( log(n)) time complexity of Algorithms I and 2 achieves a quasi-optimality (up to a constant factor), with each station keeping awake for O ( loglog(ir)) time slots in both algorithms.
Our main contribution is to propose a class of energyefficient and quasi-optimal leader election protocols for in- 
